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80% of respondents would recommend this to a friend.
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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Sampling Workstations Korg.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO

        The user manual for the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Sampling Workstations.
        


        This Limited Edition OK GO volca sample from Korg is packed with 100 samples from the album "Hungry Ghosts", including the vocal line from "I Won't Let you down" and the bass from "The Writing's On the Wall." Use the content to create your own version of OK GO's infectious tunes, mix and match your own samples to create remixes, or create entirely original sample based music using the on-board sequencer.
 
 The volca sample is a digital sample sequencer that allows for sequencing up to one-hundred samples. The step sequencer is designed for ease of editing and to allow parts to be inserted or removed "on the fly." Sixteen step-keys enter notes while maintaining visual confirmation of the timing of the notes in a measure. A performance can be recorded in real time, and up to ten of the sequence patterns created can be stored in internal memory.
 
 The motion sequence function records any time-varying changes made to the sound using the knob movements. An active step function allows for skipping steps during the sequence, and the step jump function instantly plays just the key-pressed step. A swing function adjusts the swing playback position, generating the distinctive groove of dance music styles.
 
 A frequency isolator applies changes to the sound by boosting or cutting the low/high ranges with the isolator implemented as an analog circuit. The built-in reverb effect can be switched on/off for each part, and it is possible to save up to six song recordings, each combining up to sixteen sequences. Additional samples can be loaded using the volca sample's dedicated iOS app (the internal sounds are overwritten).        
      
	        
        If you own a Korg sampling workstations and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO:
  Specifications
   	 Keyboard 	 Multi-touch 
	 Sampler 	 Type
 PCM
 Maximum Polyphony
 8
 Number of Samples
 100 (User over-writable and factory recall-able)
 Memory Size for Sample
 4 MB, maximum 65 seconds
 Sampling Frequency
 31.25 kHz, 16-bit
 Edit
 Sample (start point, length, hi-cut), pitch (speed, EG int, attack, decay), amp (level, pan, attack, decay), reverse on/off 
	 Effects 	 Digital Reverb
On/off, mix
Analog Isolator
Bass, treble 
	 Sequencer 	 Number of Parts
10
Number of Steps
16
Number of Recording Patterns
10
Control
Motion sequence, active step, step jump, swing 
	 Songs 	 Maximum Number of Sequence
16
Number of Recording Songs
6 
	 Connectors 	 Audio Output
1 x 1/8" (3.5 mm ) TRS stereo mini 
Sync
1 x 1/8" (3.5 mm ) TS mono mini Sync In (20 V maximum input level)
1 x 1/8" (3.5 mm ) TS mono mini Sync Out (5 V maximum output level)
MIDI
1 x 5-pin DIN MIDI IN 
	 Power Requirements 	 6 x AA alkaline or 6 x AA nickel hydride batteries
 9 VDC power adapter (optional) 
	 Battery Life 	 Approximately 10 hours using alkaline batteries 
	 Dimensions (WxDxH) 	 7.6 x 4.5 x 1.8" (193 x 115 x 45 mm) 
	 Weight 	 13.1 oz (372 g) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 2.0 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 10.4 x 5.9 x 2.9" 

 
 
  
    
  
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new sampling workstations, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Korg users keep a unique electronic library
        for Korg sampling workstationss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the sampling workstations.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Korg service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Korg volca sample - Limited Edition OK GO - Digital VOLCAOKGO. User manuals are also
        available on the Korg website under Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Sampling Workstations.
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